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Abstract— Teleoperation—i.e., controlling a robot with hu-
man motion—proves promising in enabling a humanoid robot
to move as dynamically as a human. But how to map human
motion to a humanoid robot matters because a human and a
humanoid robot rarely have identical topologies and dimen-
sions. This work presents an experimental study that utilizes
reaction tests to compare joint space and task space mappings
for dynamic teleoperation of an anthropomorphic robotic arm
that possesses human-level dynamic motion capabilities. The
experimental results suggest that the robot achieved similar
and, in some cases, human-level dynamic performances with
both mappings for the six participating human subjects. All
subjects became proficient at teleoperating the robot with both
mappings after practice, despite that the subjects and the robot
differed in size and link length ratio and that the teleoperation
required the subjects to move unintuitively. Yet, most subjects
developed their teleoperation proficiencies more quickly with
task space mapping than with joint space mapping after similar
amounts of practice. This study also indicates the potential
values of three-dimensional task space mapping, a teleoperation
training simulator, and force feedback to the human pilot for
intuitive and dynamic teleoperation of a humanoid robot’s
arms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Humans are amazing control systems and can outperform
the state-of-the-art humanoid robots in dynamic motions.
Hence, we aim to use teleoperation—i.e., controlling a
robot with human motion—to grant human-level dynamic
performance to humanoid robots. In this work, we focus on
dynamic teleoperation of the robotic arm in our envisioned
human-humanoid robot system shown in Fig. 1.

Existing works have demonstrated the potentials of hu-
manoid robot teleoperation. In [1] and [2], the respective
human pilots can teleoperate the humanoid robot Nao to
perform whole-body motions and a robotic arm on a wheeled
base. Both systems use an inertial motion capture device
and task space mapping. In [3], also with an inertial motion
capture system, multiple robots of various topologies can
follow the human pilot’s complex motions, since the motion
retargeting technique used is orientation-based. In [4] and
[5], the human pilot can teleoperate a human-size humanoid
robot to carry load and perform simple manipulations with
a laser-based or a mechanical-linkage-based motion capture
system. Yet, none of these robots can realize the dynamic
physical tasks such as running, throwing, and heavy punch-
ing, which humans can perform relatively easily.
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Fig. 1. Design rendering of the envisioned human-humanoid robot system.
Images are not in scale.

In contrast, in [6], the task space teleoperated HERMES’s
arm can move considerably faster and break through a
wall barrier with mechanical-linkage-based motion capture.
Hence, we assume three empirical keys to dynamic teleoper-
ation of a humanoid robot’s arm: 1) The motion capture fre-
quency must be sufficiently high (≥ 1 kHz) for relatively fast
positional update and accurate velocity and force estimations,
which few existing tetherless motion capture systems can
achieve. 2) The communication delay must be sufficiently
small [7]. 3) The teleoperated robot must be capable of
moving dynamically by design.

Besides hardware, the choice of teleoperation mapping
may also play a role in dynamic teleoperation of a robotic
arm. There exist two most obvious ways of mapping human
arm motion to a robot for teleoperation: 1) Joint space
mapping, which synchronizes the human arm’s joint po-
sitions with those of the robot. 2) Task space mapping,
which synchronizes the human arm’s Cartesian end-effector
position with that of the robot via kinematic scaling.

Existing studies comparing different mappings tend to
base on relatively slow movements. One study focuses on
robotically steered needle, a device for robotic surgery,
and concludes that task space mapping yields quicker and
more accurate needle insertion than joint space mapping [8].
Another work compares the time required for a teleoperated
robotic hand to pick and place different objects using dif-
ferent mappings [9]. In [10] and [11], a joint space control
law and a task space one are employed for teleoperating
the manipulators in the respective studies, but no specific
dynamic performance comparison is highlighted.

None of the aforementioned works has investigated the
mapping’s effect on dynamic teleoperation of a humanoid



robot’s arm or utilized a system that attains human-level
dynamic performance. Therefore, this work aims to fill the
void. The contribution of this work is an experimental com-
parison of human’s and robot’s performances between joint
space and task space mappings for dynamic teleoperation
of an anthropomorphic robotic arm designed for performing
dynamic motions, as shown in Fig. 1. The human’s and
the robot’s dynamic performances are evaluated based on
their reaction times in reaching tasks that require agility.
The experimental results suggest that the robot achieved
similar dynamic performances with both mappings after the
six participating human subjects practiced the teleoperation.
In some cases, the robot even performed the tasks as fast
as the subjects performed the same tasks by themselves.
These results were obtained even though the subjects and
the robot have different sizes and link length ratios, and
the teleoperation required the subjects to move unintuitively.
Yet, most subjects developed their teleoperation proficiencies
faster with task space mapping than with joint space mapping
after similar amounts of practice.

II. METHODS

A. Motion Capture Linkage

To capture human arm motion at high rates, a wearable
motion capture linkage has been built. The linkage has nine
degrees of freedom (DoFs) and length adjustment features,
so its shoulder and elbow flexion/extension axes can be
closely aligned with those of the human. Upon use, the
human straps the linkage to the upper arm, so every human
forearm configuration maps to a unique set of linkage joint
positions. Seven of the nine linkage joint positions are sensed
by magnetic encoders. The two DoFs at the connecting point
to the human’s forearm are not sensed as their purpose is to
allow unconstrained forearm movement even if the linkage’s
and the human’s elbow joint axes are not perfectly aligned.

B. Robotic Arm

The robotic arm used in this study is of four DoFs,
approximately 50–60% of a human adult’s arm length,
and has two DYNAMIXEL XM540 servo motors and two
proprioceptive actuators [12]. As shown in Fig. 2, the two
DYNAMIXEL XM540s and the shoulder gimbal form a
differential mechanism actuating shoulder yaw (θR1) and
shoulder roll (θR2). The proprioceptive actuator in the medial
direction directly controls shoulder pitch (θR3) and the
other proprioceptive actuator controls elbow rotation (θR4)
through a parallelogram linkage. The selected actuators can
achieve high actuation speed and their close placement to the
shoulder reduces the robotic arm’s inertia, ensuring its strong
dynamic motion capabilities. Meanwhile, the robotic arm is
of a high degree of anthropomorphism since it approximates
human arm’s joint topology.

C. Topological Arm Model

If the wrist and the hand are ignored, several existing
works model the human arm as a 4-DoF chain composed of
a spherical joint, a revolute joint, and two links in between

Fig. 2. Mechanical designs and topological arm models of the human-
linkage system and the robot. The human’s and the robot’s topological arm
models share identical frame and joint position definitions, and only differ
in link lengths. Subscript H stands for ”human” and subscript R stands
for ”robot”. O represents the shoulder joint and the origin of each system’s
inertial frame. D, E, and W represent the deltoid, the elbow, and the wrist,
respectively. Images are not in scale.

[13]–[17]. In this work, the same model will be employed
but with slight modification. The spherical joint will be
separated into a universal joint that allows shoulder yaw
(θH1) and shoulder roll (θH2), and a revolute joint that
allows shoulder pitch (θH3). Between these two joints, a
third link (link OHDH in Fig. 2) is added to improve the
model’s fidelity. For the human arm, this added link accounts
for the distance between the shoulder roll axis, which is
roughly located in the lateral part of the scapula, and the
connecting point between the deltoid and the motion capture
linkage. For the robotic arm, this added link accounts for the
thickness of the two proprioceptive actuators on the shoulder.

To build the human’s and the robot’s topological arm
models, first define the coordinate frame located at the each
system’s shoulder joint (Oi in Fig. 2) as their respective
inertial frames. Then, define the topological arm’s rotational
sequence as θi1 → θi2 → θi3 → θi4, i ∈ {H,R}. Since
the motion capture linkage is strapped to the human’s upper
arm, θH1 and θH2 are computed via the relation:

Rz (θH1)Rx (−θH2) = RHOD (q1, q2, q3, q4, q5) , (1)

where Rz and Rx are the standard rotation matrices about z-
and x-axes, respectively, RHOD is DH ’s orientation in the
human’s inertial frame, and qk’s are the linkage’s encoder
readings, k ∈ [1, 5]. Since the linkage’s shoulder pitch and
elbow axes are closely aligned with those of the human arm,
q6 and q7 are directly used as θH3 and θH4, respectively.

Because of the robotic arm’s high degree of anthropo-
morphism, the proposed topological arm model is already
equivalent to the robotic arm’s topology.



D. Formulation and Implementation of Teleoperation
Since this work focuses on teleoperation mappings, the

robot controller remains on the lowest actuator joint level.
Specifically, the human sends the robot topological joint po-
sition commands, which the robot translates to actuator joint
position commands and executes a reactive proportional-
derivative controller in the actuator joint space:

φcmd = IKφθ (θcmd) , (2)

φ̇cmd = IKφθ

(
θ̇cmd

)
, (3)

τφ = Kp (φcmd − φ) +Kd

(
φ̇cmd − φ̇

)
, (4)

where θcmd =
[
θcmd1 θcmd2 θcmd3 θcmd4

]ᵀ
is the

topological joint position commands the human sends to
the robot, φcmd =

[
φcmd1 φcmd2 φcmd3 φcmd4

]ᵀ
is the

robot actuator joint position commands translated from θcmd,
IKφθ(·) is the corresponding inverse kinematics mapping, φ
is the actual robot actuator joint positions, and τφ is the
torques exerted by the robot’s actuators.

With the robot controller and the topological arm model
defined, joint space mapping is formulated as:

θcmd = θH , (5)

where θH =
[
θH1 θH2 θH3 θH4

]ᵀ
. For guarantee of

feasibility of the command trajectory, task space mapping is
formulated in a hybrid manner. First, define the plane formed
by the topological upper arm and forearm as the workplane
with the origin at the deltoid. Then, teleoperate θR1 and
θR2 in joint space, whereas teleoperate θR3 and θR3 in the
workplane’s task space. Specifically, first scale the human’s
end-effector position in the human’s workplane to that in
the robot’s workplane. Then, compute the latter half of θcmd
with the inverse kinematics in the robot’s workplane, where
the robot is simply a planar 2-DoF manipulator:

θcmd1,2 = θH1,2, (6)

θcmd3,4 = IKθD

(
LR
LH

pHDW

)
, (7)

where θH1,2 =
[
θH1 θH2

]ᵀ
, θcmd1,2 =

[
θcmd1 θcmd2

]ᵀ
,

θcmd3,4 =
[
θcmd3 θcmd4

]ᵀ
, pHDW is the human’s end-

effector position in the human’s workplane, LR and LH
are the robot’s and the human’s respective arm lengths, and
IKθD(·) is the inverse kinematics mapping of the robot’s
upper arm and forearm in the robot’s workplane. For both
mappings, θ̇cmd is obtained via a discrete-time first-order
velocity approximator with a cutoff frequency of 3 Hz.

This hybrid task space mapping is in fact an approximation
because the element-wise ratio between the human’s and
the robot’s end-effector positions in their respective inertial
frames is not constant due to the presence of link OiDi,
whose length is Li1. Yet, if Li1 = 0, this inaccuracy
would vanish. Hence, we assume that Li1 is small compared
with arm length Li, so link OiDi, i ∈ {H,R}, will not
significantly distort the precision of task space mapping.

Two computers implement the mappings at 1 kHz. The
central computer, an NI cRIO-9082, first extracts the motion

capture linkage’s encoder readings, and computes θH and
the human’s end-effector position with the linkage’s forward
kinematics. Then, it executes (5) or (6) and (7) based on
the user’s choice of mapping, and sends θcmd and θ̇cmd to
the robot’s microcontroller, a Nucleo-F446RE, via a wired
Serial Peripheral Interface communication protocol. Finally,
the robot’s microcontroller executes (2), (3), (4), controlling
the robot. The human pilot barely notices the communication
delay or the robot’s mechanical delay during teleoperation.

E. Experimental Design

To quantitatively compare the robot’s dynamic perfor-
mances under different mappings, an experiment is devised
based on the BATAK reaction test and six targets [18], [19].
Each target can be arbitrarily positioned in a vertical plane
and consists of an LED light, a mechanical switch connected
to a round button casing, and a proximity switch, which emits
and receives infrared beam and changes its digital output
signal if an object is detected within an adjustable distance
to its infrared receiver. A target is triggered either when
its button is pressed or when its proximity switch detects
an object. This dual-switch design is to reduce the button-
pressing action’s influence on the experiment.

Six human subjects participated in the experiment with
the process shown in Fig. 3 and the setup in Fig. 4. The
experiment centers on three tests: 1) Sequential striking test
(Seq). 2) Single-target reaction test (RxnS). 3) Multi-target
reaction test (RxnM). In a trial of sequential striking test, the
subject will hit the top three targets from left to right and
then the bottom three from right to left as fast as possible.
The time between two adjacent hits is recorded, producing
five reaction times per trial. In a trial of single-target reaction
test, the top middle target lights up at a random time between
0.5–1 s after the previous hit, and the subject will hit the
target as fast as possible after it lights up. A trial of multi-
target reaction test is identical to that of single-target reaction
test except that a random target lights up. For both reaction
tests, the time from a target’s light-up to its hit is recorded,
a trial contains ten hits, and the subject returns to the end-
effector initial position between hits. The central computer
operates the targets at 8.3 kHz, the tests at 1 kHz, and logs
data at 200 Hz. The supplementary video demonstrates the
experiment with the physical setup.

Before the experiment begins, the subject touches each
target’s center with the fist in the human section or with the
robot’s end-effector in the robot section. The targets’ posi-
tions will be recorded and the proximity switches calibrated
so that their triggerings are equivalent to punching the cor-
responding targets. Then, the subject receives the following
instructions: 1) Minimize torso and wrist movements. 2) Do
not predict a hit in the two reaction tests. 3) In the human
section, punch the targets with the fist instead of pressing
them with the fingers. 4) In the robot section, the priority
order is safety > accuracy > speed, but pursue speed as soon
as safety and accuracy are achieved comfortably. Lastly, the
subject puts on an in-ear headphone playing white noise,
and a section commences without intermission. Between the

https://youtu.be/i96plYqnk2A


Human Section

• Discard a trial if one or more targets are missed
• Repeat till 10 stable per-trial means are obtained for each test

Subjects 1–3: Joint

Subjects 4–6: Task

Keep all trials

• Discard a trial if two or more targets are missed
• No repetition of trials

Seq
Practice
× 10

Seq × 10

RxnS × 10

RxnM × 10

• Seq → Sequential striking test
• RxnS → Single-target reaction test
• RxnM → Multi-target reaction test

• H → Subject performs the tests by him/herself
• HL → Subject performs the tests with the motion capture linkage
• Joint→ Subject teleoperates the robot with joint space mapping
• Task→ Subject teleoperates the robot with task space mapping

Part 1
Subjects 1–3: HL

Subjects 4–6: H

Seq × 10 Trials

RxnM × 10 Trials

RxnS × 10 Trials

Seq × 10

RxnS × 10

RxnM × 10

Part 3Part 2
Subjects 1–3: H

Subjects 4–6: HL

Seq × 10 Trials

RxnM × 10 Trials

RxnS × 10 Trials

Subjects 1–3: Task

Subjects 4–6: Joint

Seq
Practice
× 10

Seq × 10

RxnS × 10

RxnM × 10

Seq × 10

RxnS × 10

RxnM × 10

Part 4

• Discard a trial if two or more targets are missed
• Repeat till 10 stable per-trial means are obtained for each test

Robot Section
Subjects do not know

which mapping is active
6 Subjects

Fig. 3. The experimental process for each subject. Three subjects perform each section in one order and the other three in the opposite order. The data
logging method changes between the two experimental sections to obtain the subjects’ stable reaction times and adaptation trends for each mapping.

Fig. 4. The experimental setup for each subject’s human section (left) and
robot section (right). The setup maintains constant positions of the targets
relative to the subject or the robot.

robot section’s two parts, the subject is informed of the
change of mapping, but does not know which mapping is
active. After the robot section ends, the subject is asked the
following questions: 1) “Which mapping do you prefer?” 2)
“What hindered you from moving faster?”

A human section typically requires 1.5–2.5 hours to com-
plete and a robot section 3–6 hours, as it involves more
trials than a human section for the subject to practice the
teleoperation. Each subject performs the two sections on
different days. After the last human section and before the
first robot section of all subjects, the robot controller is tuned
until the robot achieves a similar or faster step response
in each of its four DoFs than the fastest human subject in
multi-target reaction test with the motion capture linkage.
The tuned robot controller remains unchanged in all robot
sections, and the tuning results are shown in Fig. 5.

III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

A. Stable Mean Reaction Times & Adaptation Trends

Fig. 7 shows the most important result of this study—all
subjects’ mean reaction times of the last ten trials in each
testing combination, which represent the subjects’ stable
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Fig. 5. The robot controller’s tuning results in each of the robot’s four
DoFs benchmarked by 16 step responses of the human subject who was
the fastest at performing multi-target reaction test while wearing the motion
capture linkage in the human section.

performances after adaptation in the experiment’s time frame.
Adaptation here means that, for one testing combination, a
subject’s per-trial mean reaction times and standard devia-
tions decrease and converge as the number of trials increases.
As shown in Fig. 7, the stable mean reaction times for the two
mappings vary by subjects in sequential striking test and are
close in the two reaction tests. For single-target reaction test,
the stable mean reaction times in all subjects’ robot sections
almost match those in their respective human sections. The
larger variations in sequential striking test could be explained
by the fact that sequential striking test always occurs before
the two reaction tests. Since a subject’s extent of adaptation
is measured by the trend of ten consecutive per-trial means,
which does not account for the rate of adaptation, a subject
could produce ten stable per-trial means but is still not fully
adapted to the active mapping.

Moreover, all subjects answered to the second post-robot-
section question that, since the teleoperation system had no
safety algorithm and the robot’s behavior entirely depended
on the subject, the concern of damaging the robot and
the targets was the primary factor hindering the subjects
from moving faster, especially during the first test for
each mapping. The second most mentioned factor—by three
subjects—was perception difficulty. These subjects could not
comfortably see the bottom left and bottom middle targets
because the extent of seat height adjustment was limited and
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Fig. 7. All subjects’ stable mean reaction times in each testing combination.

the robot’s torso partially blocked these targets. Two of these
three subjects also could not accurately perceive if the robot’s
end-effector touched a target when they first started the
teleoperation, and commented that developing the sense of
depth based on visual feedback alone was challenging. These
uncontrolled variables might have affected the subjects’
adaptations and performances.

Nevertheless, the similar stable mean reaction times for
the two mappings in single-target and multi-target reaction
tests suggest that all subjects were eventually fully adapted,
and the choice of mapping did not significantly impact the
robot’s dynamic performances after the subjects’ adaptations.

However, subjects with different order of exposure to the
two mappings adapted differently. Fig. 6 shows each sub-
ject’s per-trial mean reaction times with standard deviations
in the first, the second, and the last ten trials of sequential
striking test for each mapping. All subjects adapted to the
mapping they began with. But after the mapping changed,
subjects 2–3, who were exposed to joint space mapping
first and then task space mapping, adapted to the second
mapping more quickly and smoothly than subjects 4–6, who
were exposed to the two mappings in the opposite order.
The subjects’ answers to the first post-robot-section question
also reflect this phenomenon: Subjects 2–3 preferred the
second mapping they used, and subjects 4–6 preferred the
first mapping while commenting that teleoperating the robot
with the second mapping they used was generally more
difficult than with the first mapping. Subject 1’s adaptation
trend is an outlier because the subject experienced difficulty
in concentrating due to fatigue after the mapping changed.

B. End-Effector Trajectories in Nondimensional Task Space

With actual length normalized by the subject’s or the
robot’s arm length Li, i ∈ {H,R}, Fig. 8 demonstrates the
subjects’ and the robot’s nondimensional end-effector trajec-
tories in the last five trials of every testing combination where
motion capture is available. Two features stand out: 1) For
joint space mapping, the subjects’ end-effector trajectories
are less straight and higher than those of the robot. For
task space mapping, the subjects’ and the robot’s trajectories
match more closely. 2) For both mappings, the subjects’ and
the robot’s trajectories have certain orientational offsets.

The leftmost image in Fig. 9, where the mean human arm
is constructed with the six subjects’ mean upper arm and
forearm lengths, explains the height difference in the first
feature. Since all subjects’ forearms are longer than their
upper arms whereas the robot’s forearm is shorter than its
upper arm, for the robot to reach a certain nondimensional
height, all subjects need to reach higher with joint space
mapping than with task space mapping.

The second feature is explained by another experiment,
where a subject moves the forearm horizontally in the
frontal plane with θH2 = 45° and then with θH2 = 0°
while teleoperating the robot with each mapping. As shown
in the middle image in Fig. 9, the orientational offset is
pronounced when θH2 = 45° but small when θH2 = 0°
for both mappings. Meanwhile, the rightmost image in Fig.
9 reveals that θH1 and θH3 change by similar magnitudes
when θH2 = 45°, but θH1 changes considerably more and
θH3 considerably less when θH2 = 0°. For the topological
arm model’s end-effector to move horizontally in the frontal
plane, θi1 must change. But if θi1 and θi3 change by similar
magnitudes, the end-effector will move more drastically in
the workplane—which is oriented diagonally when θi2 is
large—than the deltoid moves in the frontal plane, because
Li is larger than Li1. Hence, the combination of three factors
causes the orientational offsets in Fig. 8: 1) The motion
capture linkage’s design, which makes the linkage capture
θH3 more sensitively when θH2 is large. 2) The topological
arm model, which relies on θi1, i ∈ {H,R}, for horizontal
end-effector movement in the frontal plane. 3) The two
mappings, which always joint space teleoperate θR1 and θR2.

Nevertheless, Fig. 8 suggests that all subjects changed
their behaviors in the robot section compared with the
human section and adapted to both features despite their
unintuitiveness.



Fig. 8. The subjects’ and the robot’s nondimensional end-effector trajectories in the last five trials of every testing combination where motion capture
is available. The left 15 images show the frontal view and the right 15 the sagittal view. The top, middle, and bottom rows are for sequential striking,
single-target reaction, and multi-target reaction tests, respectively. Subscript “ndl” stands for “nondimensional”.

C. Limitations of This Study

This study’s primary limitation is the relatively small
sample size of six subjects due to the experiment’s signif-
icant time consumption and strenuousness. Secondly, part
of the experimental results might have been affected by
uncontrolled variables, including the subjects’: 1) Concern of
damaging the teleoperation system due to its lack of safety
algorithm. 2) Potentially different extents of adaptation in
sequential striking test due to the experimental design’s not
accounting for the subjects’ different adaptation rates. 3)
Perception differences due to the experimental setup’s limited
extent of seat height adjustment. 4) Different concentration
levels due to fatigue and loss of incentive, as the subjects’
performances were not rewarded.

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

The contribution of this work is an experimental compar-
ison of human’s and robot’s reaction times between joint
space and task space mappings for dynamic teleoperation
of an anthropomorphic robotic arm with human-level dy-
namic motion capabilities. The conclusion is that the robot
achieved similar reaction times with both mappings for all
six participating human subjects after the subjects adapted to
each mapping. In addition, the robot performed single-target
reaction test almost as fast as the subjects performed the
same test by themselves. These results were obtained even
though: 1) The subjects and the robot differed in size and
link length ratio. 2) The teleoperation required the subjects
to move their arms differently than when they performed the
same tests by themselves. However, most subjects adapted
to task space mapping faster than joint space mapping after
similar amounts of practice.

The conclusion and the limitations of this study indi-
cate the following directions for future work: 1) A three-

Fig. 9. Explanations of the two features that stand out in Fig. 8. Images
are not in scale.

dimensional task space mapping that task space teleoperates
all DoFs of the robot may eliminate the orientational offset
between the human’s and the robot’s nondimensional end-
effector trajectories and reveal more differences between
joint space and task space mappings. 2) Training a human
in a teleoperation simulator where the cost of damaging the
robot or the robot’s environment is negligible may accelerate
the human’s adaptation to the teleoperation compared with
training the human with the physical robot. 3) Providing
more than visual feedback to the human—such as providing
force feedback—may assist the teleoperation.
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